Abstract. This study examines the interaction between plasm0ids moving anti-sunward at high speeds and the tail lobes which bound them to the north and south. Attention is focused on the influence of changing lobe conditions with downtail disrance. It is shown using iSEE 3 measurements that the gradual filling of the lobes with mantle plasma and the decrease in mag- 
Introduction
Traveling compression regions are several-minute long enhancements of the magnetic field intensity in the lobes of the tail, accompanied by a north-then-south variation in the B z component [Slavin et al., 1984] . Further studies have supported the original interpretation that these compressive perturbations in the lobe field are caused by the rapid tailward movement of plasmoids [Owen and Slavin, 1992; Slavin et al., 1993; Nagai et al., 1994] . According to this model, the greater north-south dimensions of the plasmoid relative to the plasma sheet result in the lobe field lines being compressed and draped about the plasmoid. This local compression of the lobe magnetic field then accompanies the plasmoid as it moves down the tail and can be observed by spacecraft residing in the lobes. In this paper, the p!asmoid-lobe-magnetosheath interaction is examined in more detail with an emphasis on the effects of changing lobe conditions with increasing downtail distance. It is found that the TCR signature frequently observed at distances of X =-60 to -130 R E may be significantly distorted in the distant tail due to the decrease in the fast mode speed as the lobe fills with mantle plasma. The magnetopause response to the TCR, the transmission ratio for this wave across the lobe-magnetosheath interface, and the "wave drag" exerted on p!asmoids are also discussed. [Moldwin and Hughes, 1992] . Some of this decrease may be due to the obscuring of TCR signatures by enhanced wave activity in the plasma sheet boundary layer at these distances. However, the overall decrease in the numbers of TCRs at large downtail distances has never been satisfactorily explained.
Traveling Compression Regions

Fast Mode Speed in the Lobes
As a plasmoid moves downtail it must launch fast mode' waves (primarily in the +/-Z directions) to compress and displace the lobe flux tubes in its path. Accordingly, the ratio of Farther out in the lobes the TCR lags slightly behind the plasmoid and the magnetopause bulges outward slightly in response to the pulse of enhanced pressure. Theoretical models of the field line draping in this low Mach number regime have been developed by Birn [1992] which support this picture.
In Figure 3a the fast mode transit time between the plasmoid and the magnetopause is less than the time for the plasmoid to move past a given point in the tail. Hence, the gradients in the Z direction are small and a balance exists between the plasma and magnetic pressures in the plasmoid, the magnetic pressure in the lobes, and external magnetic and plasma pressures in the magnetosheath, including any ram pressure associated with the local bulging of the magnetopause. This is the simple TCR picture assumed by previous studies [e.g., Slavin et al., 1984] .
The case where the plasmoid moves at twice the fast mode speed is treated in Figure 3b . In this situation, the lobe compression region will lag significantly behind the plasmoid. The fast mode transit time between the plasmoid and the magnetopause will be much less than the plasmoid transit time past a given point in the tail. Hence pressure equilibrium does not exist in planes perpendicular to the X axis. The interaction now resembles that of the bow wave produced by a boat in a channel. Also addressed in Figure 3b is the effect the higher ratio of plasmoid to fast mode speed has on the draping pattern of the lobe fields over the plasmoid. On the anti-sunward side of the plasmoid, treating the lobes as an MHD fluid leads to the expectation that the lobe flux tubes will be more compressed than in the VpMD/C F < 1 case and the leading edge of the compression region may exhibit some nonlinear steepening. In contrast, the trailing portion of the TCR will .be greatly broadened because the plasmoid is moving downtail much faster than the fast mode 
Magnetopause Response
Another aspect of the plasmoid-lobe-magnetosheath interaction is the degree to which the magnetopause bulges outward in response to the plasmoid passage. A significant increase in tail diameter is often assumed when depicting the large scale configuration changes of the distant tail during substorms. The amplitude of the magnetopause bulge is physically important in that it will determine the magnitude of any ram force exerted by the net speed difference between the magnetosheath plasma and the bulge. A better understanding of the magnetopause response to the passage of plasmoids is essential to a more complete description of the TCR phenomenon and distant tail dynamics. Earth where typically VpMD/C F << 1. In particular, the relatively symmetric bipolar B z and normal-shaped field intensity increase used to identify TCRs may become rare. Instead, the compressire perturbation caused by the plasrnoids will become increasingly asymmetric with a steepening of the leading edge of the initial northward B z and field magnitude increase. Conversely, the trailing southward B z and field intensity decrease will take place over an extended interval of time. In extreme cases the leading edge of the TCR near the plasmoid may even steepen into a fast mode shock wave. Thus the usually symmetric and readily identifiable TCR signature seen closer to the Earth may be distorted to the point where only compression regions associated with slow moving plasmoids (or times when the lobe fast mode speed is higher than average) will be identified as such. If correct, this new picture of the change in plasmoid-lobe interaction with downtail distance suggests that the utility of TCRs as plasmoid indicators may degrade beyond X -• -150 R E. This is a promising explanation for the puzzling decrease in the TCR occurrence rate in the distant tail observed by Slavin et al. [1993] .
Finally, most of the compressional wave energy associated with TCRs is transmitted across the magnetopause and lost to the magnetosheath. This energy constitutes a drag force which was estimated using simple Poynting flux arguments. This MHD analogue of "wave drag" is too small to greatly slow the plasmoid inside of the ISEE 3 and Geotail apogees. However, wave drag may play some role in setting the "terminal speed"of plasmoids as they go downtail. At this juncture the forces acting on plasmoids are too poorly known for this to be determined.
